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CHAMPION SCHOOL BOARD DIALOGUE WITH MIDDLE 

SCHOOL STUDENTS 

MINUTES FOR MONDAY, JANUARY 29, 2018 BOARD DIALOGUE 

1.  What do you like most about CMS? 

Don’t allow bullying; rules are “straight up”; opportunity for different activities; snack costs; 

teachers are very cooperative; good environment; like how teachers teach; staff helps with all 

aspects; teachers are great; help during 9th period; spending time with friends during lunch; 

teachers are helpful, nice, and easy to work with; students want to be here and participate; 

environment and teachers; like ALICE training but should do more than once per year; less fire 

drills; good teachers, good classes, small atmosphere; everyone is nice; others push you; good 

instruction. 

2. How would you change Champion Middle School to make it better? 

Air conditioning; more time between classes; water bottle rule should be changed; better 

discipline; dress code rules, more time to do work, 8th graders not allowed in 5th grade hall; taller 

water fountains for students; air and heat; being called by rows in the cafeteria is bad; time 

between classes is so short without a cut-through in the cafeteria or library; wider variety of 

foods and change it up more often. 

3.  How would you rate the discipline at CMS?  Is it fair? Consistent? Good or not good? 

Explain. 

Fair, but some say inconsistent; favoritism, don’t think it is good, sometimes good kids get away 

with more; not very good; not positive; teacher is needed in the halls; fair but inconsistent; good, 

but depends on teacher and how often; most of time good; some teachers are harsh; consistent 

from administration; some teachers put up with too much; students see favoritism with 

discipline; not enough discipline for continual rule-breakers; not strict enough. 

4.   How do the students treat each other at CMS?  How much bullying takes place and 

what type? 

Students stay in groups; a lot of horseplaying; mean to each other at times; horseplaying; move 

cliques, not so much bullying; some; kids messing around; verbal abuse does occur; cliques; 5th 

graders fear the 8th graders; some kids are picked on, no bullying within friends; everybody gets 

along; not a lot of bullying but some happens here and online; know it’s bad but can’t control it; 

not a lot of bullying but students aren’t nice to each other; a lot of judging others; more cyber-

bullying than face to face; last year a new student felt it. 
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5. What ideas do you have that would help eliminate bullying? 

Kids can come together more; more hall monitoring; “people are people”; we are doing a lot, but 

it happens; stop judging by kids; more punishment; more teachers “being ears;” too much 

information on bullying; people are not paying attention; more speakers; interaction with other 

social groups to partner up different people. 

6.  Do you think the Stand Up to Bullying Program improves student awareness at CMS?  

Not really, some don’t care; no, I think they don’t care; very aware, and yes it helps; no, but it 

does help; still happens; yes/no, it is posted but not truly enforced; not taken seriously; it’s a 

joke; ignored, not listened to; not taken seriously; too much, once a semester; yes, sometimes too 

much bullying in 7th grade; maybe they don’t know; some kids are too sensitive; no, because 

people have a choice; don’t take program seriously; likes how school recognizes bullying. 

7. What do you like about the Stand Up to Bullying Program and how can it be improved?  

Go over it every day, more awareness; very visible, need more talks; get more kids involved; 

more fun/interesting; don’t need to be spoken every day; don’t need posters, but talks are cool; 

more emotional than physical; more visual, more speakers, more signage; bulletin board needs 

changed; good at assembly; need more; don’t think it needs spoken every day, but needs to be a 

lot; people don’t acknowledge the main point of awareness; people don’t care about the 

awareness every day, they ignore it; pay more attention to more awareness; people have it every 

day so they ignore it; I like how it is said every day but it is not enforced a lot. 

8. Share with me about your school lunch program, food choices, etc. 

Could change food, same things over and over; need more food options; more variety; more food 

options; salad bar variety; more lunch time; bring back slushies; lunch lines are too long, no time 

to eat; average to below on food level; would like to get water, always get milk; to be able to 

heat up food from home; not enough food; an all-day snack bar; water is necessary, small H2O 

bottles; terrible frozen strawberries; need more choices; other schools have more; not bad, not 

enough time to eat, more healthier choices. 

9.  Are there students at CMS who smoke? If so, what can we do to help prevent smoking? 

No one here smokes; no smoking on campus; there was one who left; nobody knows anyone who 

smokes; they do cover anti-smoking in assemblies. 

10. Are there students at CMS who take drugs? If so, what can we do to help prevent the 

use of drugs? 

No drugs known of; not in school, yes out of school; none; lots of anti-drug info; not that they 

know of. 
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11. Are there students at CMS who drink alcohol? If so, what can we do to help control the 

usage of alcohol? 

Not in school, but possibly out of school; no, but maybe experimentation; no one is “hitting the 

sauce.” No, although heard some parents allow sips; could use more anti-alcohol; none that they 

know of. 

12.  Do you feel safe while you are at school? 

All students at this table said yes; feel safe, know nothing will happen; yes, feel safe; students 

feel safe; bucket in class for ALICE drill. 

13. What makes you feel safe at school?   

Police are awesome; drills are done; teachers will protect; environment is safe in Champion; not 

a lot of fights; people around and plan in place. 

14. How could the school be safer for everyone? 

Police here; done well; could see resource officer more often; make students check in who 

leaves; continue to focus on the drills in place. 

15. Does having the resource/police officer here at the building make you feel safer? 

All agreed yes; actually “freaks” me out; yes, most feel safer; some are more nervous. 

16.  How would you describe the level of respect between teachers and students here at 

CMS? 

Substitute teachers are treated poorly; more respect among students and teachers; depends on the 

teacher; level of learning determines level of respect; some students don’t care; some kids are 

inappropriate; some aren’t respectful of teachers, most are; teachers are great; depends on the 

teacher; teachers respect students but not all students respect teachers. 

17.  What kind of help do you receive through the School Counselor?  

Very good help from the counselor; talking to a counselor is a big help; don’t use; don’t feel 

counseling is necessary; don’t feel comfortable; counselor then discusses with parents; 

encouraged to see counselor about problems; job stuff in future is good; helps with high school 

choices; helps focus on future and high school; she is good at listening to students; is nice. 

18. Do you have ideas how your School Counselor could help you more? 

Students assist counselor in a group; getting to set more ideas; more personal; she is great; she 

does a good job. 
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19.  What extracurricular activities at CMS are most popular with students? 

Sports mostly; Science Club-like the extras; football, track; plays are forced on us; athletics; 

Science Club is popular; sports; football attended the most; would like to see more students 

attend games. 

20. What do you think would make more students want to get involved in extracurricular 

activities? 

Bigger variety of options; more pep rallies; more explanations as to what they do; let the kids 

talk about what they do in Science Club, etc.; baseball in 7th and 8th would be good; more 

students to games if 10-game pass for free; themed games; make it more exciting; better coaches; 

pep rallies; spirit week; hall decorating. 

21. What additional extracurricular activities would you like to see offered at CMS? 

Recycling Club; wrestling; lacrosse; Lego league; allow students to use the field; middle school 

baseball; wrestling; Power of the Pen; debate team; newspaper. 

Administrator Response: CMS offers a Recycling Club 

22.  How do you know what homework is assigned in your classes? 

Web site; assignment books; boards; if everything was on Chromebook it would be great; write it 

down; P.A.M.; board in classroom; web sites; assignment books for most stuff; assignment 

notebook; Google classroom and P.A.M. 

23. Do you know your grades in your classes? How do you know this? 

Yes, on website; teacher calls us up; report card; P.A.M.; yes, P.A.M. is checked a lot. 

24. Do your parents use the P.A.M. system? 

Yes by all at the table; many do; yes, all use P.A.M. and they hear about it; yes. 

25.  What opportunities do you have to use Chromebooks in your classes? 

A lot, in every class; research to do on paper; technology is not always reliable; weaken the 

Iboss; should alert you and not shut off; every day with everything; study island; mostly 

language arts; have to bring it into every class. 

26. Is more technology needed?  If yes, what kind? 

No. Some said yes. Substitute Chromebooks with tablets; phones should be able to be used; 

technology is taking over; not more; more use of phones would be good; new projectors. 
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27.  How do you think technology should be used in the classroom? 

Pretty good now; keep homework more consistent; no homework for four weeks then a “pile” for 

the next two weeks; no; it is being used properly; more access to outside sites. 

28.  How many of you have some idea of what you want to do after you graduate from high 

school? 

Teacher. Cardiac surgeon. Pathologist. Mechanic. Business. Financial. Engineer. College. 

Vet/animals. Architect. Biologist. Pediatrician. Fishing. Marine Life. All in group want to go to 

college. Most in the group have an idea. 

29. What recommendations or advice would you like to share with me today? Is there 

something we have not discussed? 

Walking into the 5th grade hallway, have to always go around and sometimes late to class. 

Grading scale is too tough. Need more art classes. “Craft wars.” Gym should not be mandatory, 

some kids are too shy. Teachers should “watch” the kids who are struggling. More color on 

lockers and walls. Not enough room between lockers. Not going down 5th grade hallway. Need 

new music stands for the band. Look at the dress code, too strict for girls. A dance in the Spring. 

More things like dodgeball tournament. Don’t like the clear water bottle rule. 

Administrator Response: CMS holds a Spring Dance. 

Thank you for your participation and for sharing your opinions! 


